ThruBit
Through-the-bit logging services

ThruBit
ThruBit* through-the-bit logging services pair an innovative conveyance
technique with a full portfolio of slim multiconveyance, multidomain logging
tools to meet formation evaluation needs in slim holes and difficult borehole
conditions. This complete conveyance and measurement solution provides
a low-risk and efficient means to acquire high-resolution measurements,
enabling subsurface evaluation needed for critical decision making.
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Benefits
■

■

■

■

■

■

■

Log acquisition in slim holes, highly deviated and
horizontal wells, and unconventional shale plays
Log acquisition in difficult or unstable boreholes
(tortuous or rugose wells, loss zones, or
severe washouts)
Reservoir quality (RQ) and completion
quality (CQ) for completion optimization in
unconventional reservoirs
Well placement and hydraulic
fracturing optimization
Significantly reduced fishing risk through
the avoidance of cable and tool sticking
Improved operations with full well control and the
ability to retrieve logging tools at any time
Rig time savings by streamlined logistics
and unparalleled system flexibility compared
with conventional while-drilling and on-pipe
logging options

Conveyance options
■
■
■
■
■
■

Standard wireline logging (real time)
Wireline through pipe (real time)
Pumpdown ThruBit services conveyance (memory)
Tractor (real time)
Coiled tubing (real time or memory)
Slickline (memory)
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Formation evaluation applications
ThruBit services
Reservoir delineation
■ Definition of facies and depositional environments
■ Igneous and source rock recognition
■ RQ and CQ for completion optimization
in unconventional reservoirs
■

ThruBit HRLA* high-resolution laterolog array tool
■ Well placement, completion, and hydraulic fracturing optimization
■ Invasion characterization for permeability indication
■ Thin-bed detection and evaluation
■ Resistivity determination in conductive mud systems
■ Water saturation determination
■ Identification of fluid contacts
ThruBit FMI* through-the-bit formation microimager
Reservoir characterization workflow in unconventional plays
■ Evaluation of slim, highly deviated, and horizontal wells
■ Fractured reservoir characterization and modeling
■ Evaluation of structural geology and sedimentary features,
rock texture analysis, and geomechanics answers
■ Well placement, completion, and hydraulic fracturing optimization
■ Secondary porosity evaluation
■ Thin-bed detection and evaluation
■
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ThruBit Dipole* through-the-bit acoustic service
Petrophysics
Porosity estimation
■ Lithology and clay identification
■ Gas identification
■ Stoneley wave measurement
■ Fracture evaluation
■ Permeability and mobility
■

Geomechanics
■ Engineered design of hydraulic fracturing
■ Guidance for selective perforating and sand control
■ Well placement and stability evaluation based on stress
regime identification and pore pressure determination

Neutron
Spectral
gamma ray
Telemetry,
memory, and
gamma ray

Density

Geophysics
■ Velocity calibration and time-depth conversion
■ Improved 3D seismic analysis and seismic tie-ins
■ Synthetic seismograms
■ Identification of formation heterogeneity through
anisotropy detection

Array
induction

ThruBit services tools can
be run in combination
or individually to meet
formation evaluation needs
in slim holes and difficult
borehole conditions.

ThruBit FMI
microimager
ThruBit HRLA
laterolog array tool
ThruBit Dipole service
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Full wireline logging acquisition from slim-diameter tools
The slim multiconveyance formation evaluation tools of ThruBit services provide a complete portfolio of logging measurements
packaged in small-diameter 2 1/8-in tools. The measurements range from the classic triple- and quad-combo suites through advanced
measurements of high-resolution laterolog, spectral gamma ray, dipole sonic, and borehole imaging.
The 2 1/8-in diameter of ThruBit services tools enables deployment in almost all common borehole sizes. The slim design also makes
it possible to deploy the entire logging suite using ThruBit services conveyance through most drillpipe sizes, jars, and collars before
passing through the coordinating Portal* pass-through bit. The ThruBit services tools can be run as standard real-time wireline
services or in memory mode using the unique ThruBit services conveyance technique.
ThruBit services tools provide further deployment flexibility as individual components.
Triple-combo suite comprises neutron, density, and induction or laterolog resistivity in combination with the telemetry, memory, and gamma ray device.

Telemetry, memory, and gamma ray device
provides communication and memory functions
for the entire logging string. The gamma ray
detector measures naturally occurring gamma
rays in the formation, used for correlation
and qualitative evaluation of clay content.
The multiaxis accelerometer monitors tool
orientation and motion. Borehole inclination
and temperature are also measured.
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Neutron tool operates in both openhole
and cased hole environments to obtain
thermal neutron porosity measurements.
The measurements and their borehole and
environmental corrections that can be applied
are similar to those for the classic neutron tools.

Density tool measures formation bulk density,
photoelectric factor, and borehole size. The tool’s
scintillation detectors are housed in an articulated
pad for better contact with the borehole wall,
which helps maintain measurement quality in
deviated and rugose holes. The single-arm caliper
also contributes to applying the tool against the
formation while it measures the hole size. Raw
measurement processing includes a correction
algorithm that preserves overall density accuracy
over a wide range of borehole sizes, mud types,
and mud weights.

Spectral gamma ray tool measures the total gamma ray spectra for resolution into potassium, thorium, and uranium. These three most common
components of naturally occurring radiation in sands and shales are used to distinguish features, determine clay type, identify radioactivity in sands,
and help in determining total organic carbon (TOC), an important characteristic for the evaluation of unconventional reservoirs.

Array induction tool has five median depths of investigation and three vertical resolutions. The incorporated mud resistivity sensor provides critical
data for making corrections and analyzing borehole fluids.

ThruBit HRLA high-resolution laterolog array tool measures resistivity at multiple depths of investigation with focused arrays. By taking an array of
measurements, it is possible to solve a formation model to determine and correct for environmental effects (such as shoulder bed effects and invasion)
and calculate the uninvaded formation resistivity Rt.

ThruBit Dipole through-the-bit acoustic service obtains both monopole and cross-dipole waveforms along with Stoneley wave acquisition. A 3D
anisotropy algorithm transforms the compressional, fast and slow shear, and Stoneley slowness measurements with respect to the borehole axes. The
resulting referenced anisotropic moduli are used to classify the formation as isotropic or anisotropic and determine whether the anisotropy is intrinsic
or caused by drilling-induced stress. This information is critical for guiding well completion, designing fracturing stages, understanding wellbore
stability aspects, and planning trajectories for future wells.

ThruBit FMI through-the-bit formation microimager acquires high-resolution image and dip data along with measuring two axial diameters. With
80% borehole coverage in a 6-in hole and 0.2-in image resolution, the ThruBit FMI microimager provides high-resolution answers for structural,
stratigraphic, and geomechanical understanding. The innovative configuration of the pads in the shape of a bow spring helps apply them to the
formation face and centralize the microimager along with additional centralizers in the toolstring.
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Unique conveyance flexibility

Dropoff tool

Portal bit
The Portal bit design allows the ThruBit services slim logging tools on
wireline to pass through a 2½-in center opening in the bit at the end of
the drillstring. The bit design is adaptable to almost any PDC bit model
and is manufactured by Smith Bits, a Schlumberger company.

Hangoff sub
Positioned above the Portal bit in the drillstring is a hangoff sub, which
precisely positions the logging toolstring when it is extended below the
bit opening. The sub restricts the movement of a no-go collar near the top
of the logging toolstring and prevents it from traveling farther down once
the logging sensors are protruding into the open hole.

Drillpipe

The ThruBit services dropoff tool
is used to disconnect the wireline
from the logging toolstring
positioned on the hangoff sub
and extending through the
Portal bit. The wireline can then
be retrieved before the hole is
logged in memory mode while the
drillpipe is tripped out.

Releases
here
Hangoff sub

Portal PDC
bit detail

Dropoff tool
If logging in memory mode is required, the logging tools are run into
the well on wireline below a dropoff tool. Once the logging tools are
positioned on the hangoff sub, the dropoff tool disconnects from the
logging tool, and the wireline is retrieved.

Full surface pressure control
ThruBit services incorporate surface pressure equipment to enable the
driller to rotate the drillstring and also circulate while deploying the
logging tools. A float valve can be installed in the BHA as an added
control measure as needed. The flapper-style valve allows the logging
tools and ancillary equipment to pass through in both directions.

Portal PDC
bit top view

Portal PDC bit

Logging tool
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Operational flexibility: Conventional wireline
or drillpipe-conveyed memory mode
Standard wireline logging operations can be conducted with the
21/8-in-diameter ThruBit services tools conveyed on wireline in boreholes
as slim as 3 in and up to 16 in to acquire real-time logging data.
Conventional wireline can also be acquired in through-drillpipe mode.
Drillpipe is positioned in the well to isolate problematic zones, such as
lost circulation or washouts, behind pipe. The ThruBit services tools are
then run on wireline through the drillpipe, which mitigates potential
tool sticking and fishing scenarios, and into open hole to acquire the
logging data.

Minimized risk through full well control
At all times during the deployment or logging operation, the driller
maintains complete control of the drillstring. Circulation and rotation
are conducted as needed.
Regardless of the logging mode conducted with ThruBit services, the
logging string can be retrieved out of the hole before drillpipe is pulled
out to surface. This capability is particularly advantageous in case of
stuck pipe because the logging tools and any associated sources can
easily be retrieved to surface, thereby facilitating and improving the
safety of fishing and pipe-freeing operations.

Where conventional wireline operations are not advisable or not possible
in vertical or horizontal wells, deployment using ThruBit services provides
unparalleled flexibility in logging, both reducing risk and returning highquality data. Anywhere the Portal bit can reach can be logged, including
extended-reach and S- or J-shaped wells.
Prior to logging, the hole can be reamed and conditioned using the Portal
bit. The ThruBit services logging tools are then lowered by gravity or
pumped down on wireline through the drillpipe and positioned on the
hangoff sub so that the logging sensors are passed through the Portal bit
and positioned below it, in the open hole. The wireline is disconnected
and retrieved, and logging is conducted in memory mode as the drillpipe
is tripped out.
In either horizontal or vertical wells, the logging toolstring can be
retrieved before the drillpipe is completely returned to surface. Having
the drillpipe still in the well can speed the implementation of completion
operations.
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Logging beyond gravitational descent
Where gravitational descent of the ThruBit services toolstring on
wireline is not possible in high-angle and horizontal wellbores, the rig’s
mud pumps are used to pump the logging toolstring to the end of the
drillstring. Especially in poor-quality or unstable boreholes, the smooth
bore of the drillpipe ensures that the toolstring is easily deployed to the
bit face. The pressured mud flow pushes the logging sensors out of the
pipe, through the opening in the Portal bit and into the open borehole.
The top of the toolstring engages the no-go device in the hangoff sub to
anchor it in place.
The functionality of the logging toolstring is checked, and then the caliper
is opened on the density tool. The three-axis accelerometer in the tool
verifies that the density skid is oriented against the low side of the hole.
With positioning and operability confirmed, the wireline and upper part
of the dropoff and retrieval assembly are disconnected from the
toolstring, returned to surface, and removed from the drillstring.
The exposed fishing neck at the top end of the logging toolstring makes
it easy to retrieve the tools and any contained sources as necessary
without having to trip pipe.
With the wireline removed, the ThruBit services logging tools operate in
memory mode, logging the formations as they are conveyed on drillpipe
tripping out of the hole. If only certain intervals need to be logged, a
retrieval tool on wireline is used to return the toolstring to surface. This
early retrieval saves time by enabling review of the memory data while
drilling operations continue or the drillpipe is still being pulled out of
the hole.
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ThruBit services logging sequence
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

The Portal bit is used to ream to TD
to prepare the borehole for logging.

The driller pulls the bit off-bottom to
provide room for the logging toolstring,
which is pumped through the drillpipe.
The toolstring is pushed through
the Portal bit into the open borehole.
Tool functionality is verified, disconnected,
and removed from the drillpipe.
Logging in memory mode occurs as the pipe
is tripped out of the hole.

Once logging is complete, the Portal bit at
the end of the drillpipe and toolstring are
pulled up into the casing.
A retrieval tool is lowered on wireline to latch
onto the toolstring and return it to surface.

With the logging toolstring recovered from
the drillpipe, drilling or other operations can
resume while the logging data is reviewed.
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Case study: Well Diagnostics

0

Gamma Ray
Depth,
ft
gAPI
150
1T,000

Location: Eagle Ford
1T,500

1U,000

Completion-advisorengineered design uses
ThruBit services logs to
improve production

1U,500

1V,000

1V,500

1W,000

In an Eagle Ford horizontal well in South Texas, ThruBit
logging services were deployed for memory logging via
the pumpdown technique. The triple-combo data was
used to produce a petrophysical analysis from which
reservoir quality could be determined. Data from a
nearby vertical well was combined with the sonic and
density measurements from ThruBit logging services
for an enhanced calculation of stress along the lateral.

1W,500

1X,000

1X,500

1Y,000

Accurate petrophysical analysis based on ThruBit
services triple-combo data was critical input for
the completion advisor design of an effective
engineered completion.
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Water Volume in
Undisturbed Zone
0

1Y,500

1Z,000

0
1

Effective Porosity
ft3/ft3
0.1

Minimum Horizontal Stress

0.70

psi/ft

1.1 0

Clay Volume

Geometric
1

0

Optimized
1 0

1

This analysis was input to the stimulation design in which intervals
of similar reservoir and completion quality were grouped by the
completion advisor in the Kinetix Matrix* matrix stimulation design
software in the Petrel* E&P software platform to produce an engineered
completion strategy. The well was then stimulated according to the
resulting engineered completion strategy, flowed back for cleanup, and
logged with the Flow Scanner* horizontal and deviated well production
logging system conveyed on the MaxTRAC* downhole wireline
tractor system.
Analysis of the Flow Scanner system’s production logging shows
that 89% of the perforation clusters are producing oil, a significant
improvement over the benchmark average for most geometrically
spaced Eagle Ford completions. The well was producing in excess
of 1,000 bbl/d of oil at the time of logging.

Zones

Casing Collar
Locator Depth,
ft
gAPI 300 –6 V 6

Gamma Ray
0

Flow Scanner
TVD Holdup
System
Deviation
(ft
Top)
Caliper 98
°
82 1U,100
1T,600 0
2 in 5

Total Flow Rate
bbl/d

2,000 0

Oil Flow Rate by Zone
bbl/d
50
Oil

1T,000

1T,500

1U,000

1U,500

1V,000

1V,500

1W,000

1W,500

1X,000

Flow Scanner system’s production logging confirmed
the effectiveness of the completion strategy, with 89%
of the perforation clusters (shown in red in the Zones
track) producing oil.

1X,500

1Y,000
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Case study: Well Diagnostics
Location: Delaware Basin

Complete Cased Hole
Unconventional Formation
Evaluation in Niobrara
Shale Wells in One Run
Combining new Pulsar
multifunction spectroscopy
service and ThruBit Dipole
acoustic service delivers
high-confidence determination
of RQ and CQ
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Challenging logging conditions
in cased lateral wells
Through-casing measurements, necessary
for formation evaluation and as an input to
hydraulic fracture stimulation design, have
been historically difficult to obtain, particularly
with sufficient quality and in lateral sections.
An operator in the Niobrara Shale was facing
this challenge of acquiring high-quality data
to properly evaluate RQ and CQ in two
lateral wells.

Cased hole measurements with
the precision and range
of openhole logging
Introduced to fill the measurement gap for
cased holes, innovative Pulsar multifunction
spectroscopy service obtains a standard
formation evaluation suite with a single
slim-diameter tool for conducting a complete
petrophysical volumetric interpretation. By
employing state-of-the-art cerium-doped
lanthanum bromide (LaBr3:Ce) gamma ray
detectors proven by Litho Scanner* highdefinition spectroscopy service, Pulsar service
similarly obtains highly accurate elemental
concentrations for a robust determination of
mineralogy—including TOC—in addition to
traditional sigma, porosity, and carbon/oxygen
ratio measurements. Pulsar service also
provides the new fast neutron cross-section

(FNXS) measurement that differentiates
gas-filled porosity from liquid-filled zones
and tight formations.
ThruBit Dipole through-the-bit acoustic
service is also well suited for cased hole
logging in shale reservoirs. Both monopole
and cross-dipole waveforms and Stoneley
waves are acquired for processing with a 3D
anisotropy algorithm to obtain anisotropic
moduli referenced to the borehole axes. These
are used to classify the formation as isotropic
or anisotropic and determine whether the
anisotropy is intrinsic or caused by drillinginduced stress. Bulk density derived from
Pulsar service’s volumetric interpretation
refines the acoustic processing for mechanical
properties, providing critical information for
guiding well completion, designing fracturing
stages, understanding wellbore stability
aspects, and planning trajectories
for future wells.

Single-run formation evaluation
and geomechanical modeling
The Pulsar service measurements were
spectrally processed with the Quanti.Elan*
multicomponent inversion solver to build a
petrophysical model of formation properties,
including mineralogy, porosity, and saturation.
The model also provided the bulk density

required for accurate processing of the formation elastic properties. In
addition to supporting high confidence in the assessment of RQ and CQ,
the model revealed subseismic faulting that was not identified by the
MWD interpretation, which was based on total gamma ray measurements.

150
140

R2 = 0.07

130
120
110

Dipole sonic from ThruBit Dipole service was paired with the bulk density
to define the elastic properties Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio.
These values were key to solving the anisotropic closure stress profile for
evaluating potential completion challenges along the lateral.

100

Total gamma ray, gAPI

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

The clay volume, obtained from the petrophysical model built with Pulsar service
measurements, exhibits abrupt changes along the well path where transected by
marl as the result of faulting. Because some of the faults are at the subseismic
level, they had not been previously identified. The marl in the toe half of Well A (III)
was also not previously identified because there was no correlation between the
clay volume and MWD total gamma ray measurement. Identifying the presence

0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

Clay volume, V/V
Tool depth

I

II

III

of marl is important for anticipating production challenges because marl often
contains ash beds that can pinch off production.
Anisotropic closure stress
Anisotropic moduli
Slow shear
Fast shear
Compressional
Bulk density
XX0

XX990

XX980

XX970

XX960

XX950

XX940

XX930

XX920

XX910

XX900

XX890

XX880

XX870

XX860

XX850

XX840

XX830

XX820

XX810

XX800

XX790

XX780

XX770

XX760

XX750

XX740

XX730

XX720

XX710

XX700

XX690

XX680

XX670

XX660

XX650

XX640

XX630

XX620

XX610

XX600

XX590

XX580

XX570

XX560

XX550

XX540

XX530

XX520

XX510

XX500

XX490

XX480

XX470

XX460

XX450

XX440

XX430

XX420

XX410

XX400

XX390

XX380

XX370

XX360

XX350

XX340

XX330

XX320

XX310

XX300

XX290

XX280

XX270

XX260

XX250

XX240

XX230

XX220

XX210

XX200

XX190

XX180

XX170

XX160

XX150

XX140

XX130

XX120

XX110

XX100

XX90

XX80

XX70

XX60

Petrophysical model

The petrophysical interpretation of Pulsar service measurements in Well B provides mineralogy, bulk density, and fluid analysis. The compressional and fast
and slow shear slownesses are obtained from ThruBit Dipole service’s sonic measurements. The slownesses are paired with the bulk density to compute the
horizontal and vertical Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio. The anisotropic moduli are then used as inputs to the hydraulic fracture stimulation design.
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Case study: Imaging in Horizontal Wells
Location: Anadarko Basin, Oklahoma, USA

Image Logging Horizontal
Wells Guides Successful
Completion Strategy
Efficiently conducting image
logging for characterizing
natural fractures and the stress
regime made it possible for
an operator to geoengineer its
completion strategy and overcome
inconsistent inflow performance
by multistage lateral completions.
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Unconventional reservoir challenges

How completions were optimized

Horizontal wellbore environments
are difficult to cost-effectively log for
obtaining critical information on the
formation and fracture heterogeneity
to determine reservoir quality (RQ),
which has a significant influence on
well productivity.

High-definition formation images
efficiently obtained with the ThruBit FMI
microimager were used to differentiate
healed from open continuous fractures
intersecting the wellbore and target the
stress-enhanced larger-aperture fractures
in crafting a successful geoengineered
completion strategy.

What Schlumberger recommended
ThruBit FMI through-the-bit formation
microimager is cost-effectively and reliably
deployed through the bit in geometrically
complex and unstable wells by using the
unique conveyance platform of ThruBit
through-the-bit logging services. A single
run of the 21/8-in-diameter ThruBit FMI
microimager provides high-resolution
images that enable accurate interpretation
and characterization of structural,
stratigraphic, and geomechanical
considerations in accounting for reservoir
anisotropy in the well completion.

More technical details
See URTeC 2690051.

Wellbore
Deviation and Dip
80

°

100

Gamma Ray
0

gAPI

ThruBit FMI Microimager Static Image

150 0

1/ohm.m

2.6e+02

Image Orientation, °
Measured Depth,
ft

U

R

D

L

U

360

90

180

270

360

12,642

12,644

12,646

The ThruBit FMI microimager’s static image log shows the wellbore
cutting upsection through chert beds, with through-going conductive
(dark) fractures at 12,646 and 12,651.5 ft. Both fractures are subvertical,
assumed open (filled with conductive water-based mud), and striking
close to east–west. Because the strike of the conductive fracture
population overlies the maximum horizontal stress interpreted from
drilling-induced fracturing observed on the log in the vertical section
of this well, these fractures are considered stress enhanced and dilated
at the wellbore for preferentially targeting with the geoengineered
completion. The image also shows evidence of transverse drillinginduced fracturing and bed-bound fractures that are controlled
by the lithology.

12,648

12,650

12,652
12,654
!
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Stereonet and strike plots from fracture characterization based on the ThruBit FMI microimager logging show (left to right) conductive (assumed open) continuous
and through-going fractures, large-aperture conductive continuous fractures, and resistive continuous (assumed mineralized or healed) fractures. The maximum
horizontal stress is interpreted from the vertical section as N85°E. Fracture populations that strike away from the maximum horizontal stress potentially
complicate hydraulic fracturing.
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Simple, single-well discrete fracture network (DFN) model using stochastic modeling of image-based fracture interpretation can provide a more realistic
representation of the natural fracture network as an input for hydraulic fracturing simulations.
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ThruBit Services BHA Mechanical Specifications—51/4-in OD
Component

OD, in

Top Connection Top Thread, in

Top Torque, lbf

Bottom
Connection

Bottom
Thread, in

Bottom
Torque, lbf

Length, in

ID, in

Upper sub

5¼

Box

11,800

Pin

4 FH

11,800

24

2.5

4 FH

Flapper sub

5¼

Box

4 FH

11,800

Pin

3½ IF

9,100

62

2.5

Hangoff sub

4¾

Box

3½ IF

9,100

Box

3½ IF

9,100

62

2.5

Portal bit

57/8
6
61/8
6¾

Pin
Pin
Pin
Pin

3½ IF
3½ IF
3½ IF
3½ IF

9,100
9,100
9,100
9,100

611/16
611/16
7
71/8

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

Length, in

ID, in

ThruBit Services BHA Mechanical Specifications—63/4-in OD
Component

OD, in

Top Connection Top Thread, in

Top Torque, lbf

Bottom
Connection

Bottom
Thread, in

Bottom
Torque, lbf

Upper sub

6¾

Box

4½ IF

18,900

Pin

4½ IF

18,900

24

2.5

Flapper sub

6¾

Box

4½ IF

18,900

Pin

4½ IF

18,900

62

2.5

Box

4½ Reg

15,000

Hangoff sub

6¾

Box

4½ IF

18,900

Portal bit

77/8
8½
8¾

Pin
Pin
Pin

4½ Reg
4½ Reg
4½ Reg

15,000
15,000
15,000

36

2.5

71/2
711/16
715/16

2.5
2.5
2.5

ThruBit Services BHA Mechanical Specifications—8-in OD
Component

OD, in

Top Connection Top Thread, in

Top Torque, lbf

Bottom
Connection

Bottom
Thread, in

Bottom
Torque, lbf

Length, in

ID, in

Upper sub

8

Box

43,000

Pin

65/8 Reg

43,000

24

2.5

65/8 Reg

Flapper sub

8

Box

65/8 Reg

43,000

Pin

65/8 Reg

43,000

62

2.5

Hangoff sub

8

Box

65/8 Reg

43,000

Box

65/8 Reg

43,000

36

2.5

Portal bit

97/8
105/8
12¼

Pin
Pin
Pin

65/8 Reg
65/8 Reg
65/8 Reg

43,000
43,000
43,000

87/86
93/4
115/8

2.5
2.5
2.5

Note: Custom sizes available. Contact your Schlumberger representative and allow for lead time for equipment design and availability.
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Measurement Specifications
ThruBit Services
Telemetry, Memory,
and Gamma Ray

ThruBit Services
Spectral Gamma Ray

ThruBit Services
Neutron

ThruBit Services
Density

Formation gamma ray, borehole
temperature, inclination,
relative bearing
Up to 3,600 ft/h [1,097 m/h]

Formation gamma ray; corrected
gamma ray for uranium; potassium,
thorium, and uranium curves

Thermal neutron
porosity

Bulk density, photoelectric factor
(PEF), single-axis borehole caliper

1,800 ft/h [549 m/h]

1,800 ft/h [549 m/h]

1,800 ft/h [549 m/h]

Range of
measurement

0 to 1,000 API

0 to 1,000 API

0 to 60 pu
(0 to 60%
uncorrected
porosity)

Vertical
resolution

24 in [60.96 cm]

12 to 15 in
[30.48 to 38.1 cm]

Accuracy

Gamma ray: ±5%

Depth of
investigation

12 in [30.48 cm]

60 in at 1,800 ft/h
[152 cm at 549 m/h]
30 in at 900 ft/h
[76 cm at 274 m/h]
Th: ±3.2 ppm or ±5% of reading
U: ±1 ppm or ±5% of reading
K: ±0.5 wt% or ±10% of reading
12 in [30.48 cm]

Bulk density: 1.04 to 3.3 g/cm3
PEF: 0.9 to 10
Caliper: 2.13 to 18 in
[5.41 to 45.72 cm]
Bulk density: 9 to 12 in
[22.86 to 30.48 cm]

10 in [25.4 cm]

Mud type or
None
weight limitations

None

None

None

Logging
environment
Combinability

Open and cased hole

Open and cased hole

Open and cased hole

Open and cased hole

Fully combinable with
all ThruBit services and tools

Fully combinable with
all ThruBit services and tools

Fully combinable with
all ThruBit services
and tools
Real time (surface readout)
Memory

Fully combinable with
all ThruBit services and tools

Output

Logging speed

Acquisition mode Real time (surface readout)
Memory
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Real time (status only)
Memory

†

S pontaneous potential measured by a stand-alone device and only for real-time operation (no memory mode)

‡

M
 edian response at 10:1 contrast of true to invaded zone resistivity

±1 pu for <20 pu
±2 pu for 20 to 30 pu
±6 pu for 30 to 45 pu

Bulk density: ±0.01 g/cm3
PEF: ±0.15
Caliper: ±0.2 in [±0.51 cm]
Bulk density: 2 in [5.08 cm]
PEF: 2 in [5.08 cm]

Real time (surface readout)
Memory

Measurement Specifications
ThruBit Services
Array Induction

ThruBit HRLA
High-Resolution
Laterolog Array Tool

Output

Five deep induction resistivities
(10, 20, 30, 60, and 90 in),
mud resistivity Rm , optional SP†

Five array resistivities, true resistivity Monopole compressional, dipole shear,
Rt , diameter of invasion, invaded zone full waveforms, Stoneley permeability
resistivity Rxo

Formation images and dips,
two axial diameters

Logging speed

Up to 3,600 ft/h [1,097 m/h]

Up to 3,600 ft/h [1,097 m/h]

1,800 ft/h [549 m/h]

1,800 ft/h [549 m/h]

Range of
measurement

0.01 to 2,000 ohm.m

0.2 to 100,000 ohm.m at Rm = 1
0.2 to 20,000 ohm.m at Rm = 0.02

Standard shear slowness:
<200 us/ft
[<722 us/m]

Sampling rate:
0.05 in [0.13 cm]
Borehole coverage: 80% in 6-in
[15.24-cm] hole

Vertical
resolution

12, 24, and 48 in
[30.48, 60.96, and 121.94 cm]

12 in [30.48 cm]

<44-in [<112 cm] processing resolution for
6-in [15.24-cm] sampling rate

0.2 in [0.51 cm]

Accuracy

±1 mmho or ±2%
(whichever is greater)

Delta-t for <8¾-in [<22.22-cm]
hole size: ±2 us/m [±0.61 us/ft]
or ±2% (whichever is greater)

Diameter: ±0.2 in [0.51 cm]
Deviation: ±0.2° for 5° < deviation
< 85°

Depth of
investigation

10 in [25.40 cm]
20 in [50.80 cm]
30 in [76.20 cm]
60 in [152.40 cm]
90 in [228.60 cm]
Salt-saturated muds usually
outside the operating range
of induction tools
Open and cased hole

1 to 2,000 ohm.m: ±5%
2,000 to 5,000 ohm.m: ±10
5,000 to 100,000 ohm.m: ±20%
50 in [127 cm]‡

Mud type or
weight limitations
Logging
environment
Combinability

Acquisition mode

ThruBit Dipole
Through-the-Bit
Acoustic Service

ThruBit FMI
Through-the-Bit
Microimager

Delta-t compressional:
1 in [2.54 cm]
3 to 6 in
Delta-t shear: 3 times the borehole diameter

Conductive mud systems only

Aerated and foam muds usually
outside operating range of acoustic tools

Water-based mud with maximum Rm
= 50 ohm.m

Open hole

Open and cased hole

Open hole

Fully combinable with
all ThruBit services and tools

Fully combinable with
all ThruBit services and tools

Fully combinable with
all ThruBit services and tools

Fully combinable with
all ThruBit services and tools

Real time (surface readout)
Memory

Real time (surface readout)
Memory

Real time (surface readout)
Memory

Memory mode
Memory pumpdown mode
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Mechanical Specifications

Temperature
Rating
Pressure rating
Borehole
size—min.

ThruBit Services
Telemetry, Memory,
and Gamma Ray

ThruBit Services
Spectral Gamma Ray

ThruBit Services
Neutron

ThruBit Services
Density

300 degF [150 degC]
High-temperature version:†
350 degF [175 degC]
15,000 psi [103 MPa]

300 degF [150 degC]

300 degF [150 degC]
High-temperature version:†
350 degF [175 degC]
15,000 psi [103 MPa]

300 degF [150 degC]
High-temperature version:†
350 degF [175 degC]
15,000 psi [103 MPa]
3 in [7.62 cm]
Through-pipe conveyance: 2.375in [6.03-cm] min. drift ID

15,000 psi [103 MPa]

3 in [7.62 cm]
3 in [7.62 cm]
Through-pipe conveyance: 2.375-in Through-pipe conveyance: 2.375-in
[6.03-cm] min. drift ID
[6.03-cm] min. drift ID

Borehole
14 in [35.56 cm]
size—max.
Outside diameter 2.125 in [5.4 cm]

14 in [35.56 cm]

3 in [7.62 cm]
Through-pipe conveyance:
2.375-in [6.03-cm] min.
drift ID
16 in [40.64 cm]

2.125 in [5.4 cm]

2.125 in [5.4 cm]

2.125 in [5.4 cm]

Length

6.13 ft [1.87 m]

5.84 ft [1.78 m]

4.77 ft [1.45 m]

10.48 ft [3.19 m]

Weight

43 lbm [19.5 kg]

38 lbm [17.3 kg]

35 lbm [15.88 kg]

106 lbm [48.08 kg]

Tension

49,000 lbf [217,963 N]

49,000 lbf [217,963 N]

49,000 lbf [217,963 N]

34,000 lbf [151,240 N]

Conveyance
options†

Standard wireline logging
(real time)
Wireline through pipe (real time)
Pumpdown through-the-bit
conveyance (memory)
Tractor (real time)
Coiled tubing
(real time or memory)
Slickline (memory)

Standard wireline logging
(real time)
Wireline through pipe (real time)
Pumpdown through-the-bit
conveyance (memory)
Tractor (real time)
Coiled tubing
(real time or memory)
Slickline (memory)

Standard wireline logging
(real time)
Wireline through pipe
(real time)
Pumpdown through-the-bit
conveyance (memory)
Tractor (real time)
Coiled tubing (real time
or memory)
Slickline (memory)

Standard wireline logging
(real time)
Wireline through pipe (real time)
Pumpdown through-the-bit
conveyance (memory)
Tractor (real time)
Coiled tubing (real time
or memory)
Slickline (memory)

All specifications are subject to change without notice.
†
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Contact your Schlumberger representative in advance for equipment planning and job requirements.

16 in [40.64 cm]

Mechanical Specifications
ThruBit Services
Array Induction

ThruBit HRLA
High-Resolution
Laterolog Array Tool

ThruBit Dipole
Through-the-Bit
Acoustic Service

ThruBit FMI
Through-the-Bit
Microimager

300 degF [150 degC]
High-temperature version:† 350
degF [175 degC]
15,000 psi [103 MPa]

300 degF [150 degC]

300 degF [150 degC]

350 degF [175 degC]

15,000 psi [103 MPa]

17,500 psi [121 MPa]

17,500 psi [121 MPa]

Range of
measurement

3 in [7.62 cm]
Through-pipe conveyance:
2.375-in [6.03-cm] min. drift ID

3 in [7.62 cm]
Through-pipe conveyance:
2.375-in [6.03-cm] min. drift ID

3 in [7.62 cm]
Through-pipe conveyance:
2.375-in [6.03-cm] min. drift ID

5.5 in [13.97 cm]
Through-pipe conveyance:
2.375-in [6.03-cm] min. drift ID

Vertical
resolution
Accuracy

16 in [40.64 cm]

16 in [40.64 cm]

8.75 in [22.23 cm]

9.75 in [24.77 cm]

2.125 in [5.4 cm]

2.125 in [5.4 cm]

2.125 in [5.4 cm]

2.125 in [5.4 cm]

Depth of
investigation
Mud type or
weight limitations
Logging
environment

15.48 ft [4.72 m]

24.08 ft [7.34 m]

29.11 ft [8.87 m]

31.13 ft [9.49 m]

88 lbm [39.92 kg]

247 lbm [112 kg]

145 lbm [66 kg]

138 lbm [62.6 kg]

20,000 lbf [88,964 N]

13,488 lbf [60,000 N]

25,000 lbf [111,206 N]

30,000 lbf [133,447 N]

Acquisition mode

Standard wireline logging
(real time)
Wireline through pipe (real time)
Pumpdown through-the-bit
conveyance (memory)
Tractor (real time)
Coiled tubing (real time or memory)
Slickline (memory)

Standard wireline logging
(real time)
Wireline through pipe (real time)
Pumpdown through-the-bit
conveyance (memory)
Tractor (real time)
Coiled tubing (real time
or memory)
Slickline (memory)

Standard wireline logging
(real time)
Wireline through pipe (real time)
Pumpdown through-the-bit
conveyance (memory)
Tractor (real time)
Coiled tubing (real time or memory)
Slickline (memory)

Standard wireline logging
(memory)
Wireline through pipe (memory)
Pumpdown through-the-bit
conveyance (memory)
Tractor (memory)
Coiled tubing (memory)
Slickline (memory)

Output

Logging speed
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No longer are the options for acquiring
formation evaluation data in high-angle,
horizontal, or unstable wells limited
to the extremes of specialized conveyance
or forgoing logging completely. With
ThruBit services, you can log geometrically
complex and unstable wells using a full suite
of wireline measurement tools.
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ThruBit through-the-bit-logging services

slb.com/ThruBit
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